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ABSTRACT 

Nano-emulsions have gained popularity in recent times for their widespread usability in 

pharmaceuticals, pesticides, cosmetics, food, paint and environmental applications. Nano-

emulsions are kinetically stable systems (droplet size range in the order of 100 nm) 

exhibiting multiphase colloidal dispersion with longer shelf life. Due to their small size, they 

enhance penetration, spreading and uniform distribution on the targeted area. High energy 

or low energy dissipation methods are widely known for the formulation of nano-emulsions, 

differing by the amount of energy utilised. Mechanical devices generate large disruptive 

forces in high energy method, whereas low energy method modifies the physiochemical 

characteristics of the system to generate nano-sized particles. High energy methods included 

various mechanical devices such as high speed/high-pressure homogenisers, ultra-

sonicators, and high shear stirrers. Thus, formulation using high energy methods are 

considered as an energy intensive process. Recently, the low energy methods are widely 

referred to as an eco-friendly technique which utilizes the internal chemical energy of the 

system itself. Moreover, it has become an appealing approach because of the requirement of 

components that are temperature sensitive such as pharmaceutical ingredients. The low 

energy methods mainly include, phase inversion temperature (PIT), phase inversion 

composition (PIC), microemulsion dilution and surfactant (D) phase emulsification. Raw 

neem oil (azadirachtin enriched insecticidal properties) in its raw form depicts poor water 

solubility, oxidation tendency, and toxicity at high intake levels. To overcome the utility 

bottlenecks of neem oil, its utilization in the form of nano-emulsion has gained attention by 

various researchers.  
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This study aimed to prepare neem oil-based nano-emulsion by using the two different low 

energy methods, i.e., phase inversion composition (PIC) and phase inversion temperature 

(PIT). This study also addresses the physio-chemical characterization of formulated nano-

emulsion such as particle size, zeta potential and viscosity. The Antimicrobial activity of 

formulation was also analysed against raw neem oil and Ampicillin drug for human 

pathogenic bacteria. 

Neem oil-based nano-emulsion by using phase inversion composition (PIC) method with 

surfactant blend of Tween 80/Span 80 (1:1 volume ratio of surfactant to oil) at hydrophilic-

lipophilic balance (HLB) value of 10.7 showed promising formulation with a droplet size 

below 200 nm. The resulting formulation showed zeta potential of -19.6 mV at a pH of 5. 

After two months storage of formulation, the zeta potential increased to -40 mV at a pH of 

6.7, confirmed by observing increment in droplet size to the tune of 579 nm after 2 months 

duration. It was observed that Minimum Inhibition Concentration (MIC) of neem-based 

nano-emulsion formulation was less than raw neem oil for all sets of experiments. It signifies 

effectiveness of nano-emulsion formulation over raw neem oil for antimicrobial activity 

against E-coli, S. Aureus and S. Pyogenus. The study indicates that antimicrobial activity of 

neem oil nano-emulsion against S.Pyogenus is better than raw neem oil, whereas inferior 

than Ampicillin drug.  

Besides this, a study was also carried out to prepare neem oil-in-water nano-emulsions 

stabilized by Brij 30 surfactant using the phase inversion temperature (PIT) method at three 

different temperatures, i.e., 60°C, 75°C and 80°C. Compositions of homogenous phase were 

identified in the pseudo-ternary phase diagram. Among the total seventeen formulations, 

three formulations (NB1, NB2 and NB3) were short-listed and characterized for emulsion 

size and viscosity. The selected formulations showed emulsion size of 348-981 nm in 

diameter. The volume percentage ratio of Brij30 to neem oil showed significant effect on the 
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droplet size of nano-emulsions. Formulations having lower concentration of Brij 30 

displayed a smaller emulsion droplet size (348 nm).  The NB3 formulation (4% neem oil, 

11% Brij 30 and 85% deionized water) exhibited the highest stability after 60 days of storage. 

Antimicrobial study showed that in contrast to raw neem and Ampicillin (synthetic drug), 

NB1 exhibited best result in terms of minimum inhibition concentration (MIC) reduction by 

100% against E-coli, P. Aeruginosa and S.Aureus and S.Pyogenus. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction and Background 

In contrast to conventional micro-emulsions, the small size of nano-emulsions offers 

significant improvement in properties of formulations, i.e., higher interfacial surface area, 

kinetic stability, optical transparency, higher colloidal stability, and settling rate, improved 

diffusive transport, higher shelf life. Moreover, it increased the rate and extent of active 

constituents of the lipid phase of oil-in-water nano-emulsion. The droplet size of nano-

emulsions formulation exhibited narrow size distributions in the range of 2-200 nm, 

classified as (i) disperse phase (oil) distributed into continuous phase (water) and (ii) 

disperse phase (water) into continuous phase (oil). Due to their small size they enhance 

penetration, spreading and uniform distribution on the targeted area. Formulation of nano-

emulsion has been reported by high energy methods such as high-pressure homogenization, 

ultrasonication, etc., whereas low energy methods, include phase inversion temperature, 

phase inversion composition, micro emulsion dilution, D-phase emulsification, bubble 

bursting and evaporative ripening. Nano-emulsion permits high water solubility and reduced 

oxidation tendency, factors which otherwise hinder consumption of raw neem oil (enriched 

with azadirachtin exhibiting insecticidal properties).  
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1.1 State of the art of the research topic 

Raw neem oil enriched with azadirachtin is a potential source of insecticidal properties. Like 

all medicinal oils, neem oil in its raw form depicts poor water solubility, oxidation tendency, 

and toxicity at high intake levels. This reduced the ability to use neem oil in raw and direct 

form. Hence, its utilization in the form of nano-emulsion has gained attention and requires 

detailed study to develop the technique (Anjali et al., 2012; Ghosh et al., 2016; Rinaldi et 

al., 2017; Kala et al., 2019). Nano-emulsions are kinetically stable systems exhibiting 

multiphase colloidal dispersion with longer shelf life (Mason et al., 2006). Due to their small 

droplet size, they enhance penetration, spreading and uniform distribution on the targeted 

area. Numerous research papers have focussed on preparing nano-emulsions through various 

methods, including high-energy and low-energy methods. Formulation using high energy 

methods was considered an energy-intensive process. Also, it showed a poor utilization rate 

of energy in the formulation of nano-emulsion. Various literature showed that only about 

0.1% of the total energy supplied gets utilized in producing nano-emulsions (Schaaf et al., 

2000; Subapriya and Nagini, 2005). Presently, the low energy methods are widely 

considered as an eco-friendly technique which utilizes the internal chemical energy of the 

system itself. It includes, phase inversion temperature (PIT), phase inversion composition 

(PIC), microemulsion dilution and surfactant (D) phase emulsification. Phase inversion 

composition (PIC) method is characterized as formulation of nano-emulsion by dropwise 

addition of water in a varying proportion to a mixture of surfactant and oil at an ambient 

temperature along with moderate stirring. PIC provides the change in phase starting from 

w/o phase, followed by bi-continuous phase and ending to o/w phase. In Phase inversion 

temperature (PIT) method, the Surfactant, oil and water are stirred and heated gradually at 

room temperature continuously till PIT. Then the solution is rapidly cooled by transferring 
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the mixture to ice bath leading to formation of o/w nano-emulsions. It has been found that 

when the PIT of the system is approximately 20-650C higher than the storage temperature, 

nano-emulsions formed are of o/w type. It is observed that the stability of the system formed 

by this method is sensitive at the temperature near the PIT, so another way of stabilizing this 

system is addition of co-surfactants. Use of non-ionic surfactants (whose molecular 

geometry changes with temperature) in the systems prepared by PIT method showed 

stabilized nano-emulsions. 

In line with low energy methods, neem oil-based nano-emulsion was formulated by PIC 

method using surfactant blend Tween 80 and Span 80 (60:40) at a 1:1 vol ratio with 

hydrophilic-lipophilic balance (HLB) value of 10.7. The single-phase formulation of neem 

oil nano-emulsion was characterized for droplet size, polydispersity index, stability, zeta 

potential and viscosity. In addition to this, neem oil nano-emulsion was also prepared by PIT 

method using Brij 30 surfactant. With the use of pseudo-ternary phase diagram, stable 

formulations were determined and characterised for droplet size, polydispersity index, 

stability and viscosity. Beside this, comparison of both the methods were evaluated for 

particle size, polydispersity index, stability, and viscosity. The study also addresses 

antimicrobial characteristics of prepared formulations against human pathogenic bacteria. 

Moreover, antimicrobial activity of both the formulations were compared with raw neem oil 

and Ampicillin antibiotic drug.  

1.2 Definition of the problem  

Neem oil is a deep yellow extract obtained from the seeds of neem tree (Azadirachta indica). 

These seeds are popularly used in India and in other South-East countries as versatile 

medicinal product due to its antibacterial, antifungal, antimalarial and insect growth 

inhibition properties, and in cosmetics due to its low toxicity in vivo studies (Schaaf et al., 
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2000; Subapriya and Nagini, 2005). Nevertheless, neem oil in its raw form exhibited poor 

water solubility, oxidation tendency and toxicity in high intake levels. In order to improve 

the effective utilisation of neem oil, the application in the form of nano-emulsion has gained 

attention by various researchers ( Ramadhany et al., 2021).  

Formulation of nano-emulsion prepared using neem oil or Karanj oil with Tween 

80/Polyethylene glycol 400 as a surfactant and co-surfactant, respectively by emulsification 

method produced smallest droplet size of 481 nm. A researcher had reported about the 

stability of nano-emulsion formulations of neem oil-water-nonionic surfactant (Lutensol® 

TO 6), prepared using high-speed homogenization (Fernandez et al., 2004). Moreover, many 

authors demonstrated formulation of neem-based nano-emulsion with Tween 20 using 

ultrasonication (Jerobin et al., 2012). The effect of different parameters on droplet size of 

nano-emulsion formulation through the PIC method was reported by various investigators. 

These were mainly the composition of the mixture, rate of mixing, surfactant to oil ratio, 

blend ratio of surfactants and addition rate of aqueous phase (Chavda and Shah, 2017; Anton 

and Vandamme, 2009; Cinar, 2017; Kartiki and Jadhav, 2021). Formulation with PIC 

method was reported for Tween 80/polyethylene glycol 400 with neem/karanj oil, and 

Tween 80 with raspberry seed oil (Landfester et al., 2000; Gledovic et al., 2020). PIT method 

to prepare nano-emulsion of natural oils such as soyabean oil, clove oil, nutmeg oil, 

cinnamon oil, retinyl palmitate oil, and sunflower seed oil have been researched widely 

(Komaiko and McClements, 2014).  Nevertheless, a little report on the phase inversion 

composition method is available for the formulation of neem oil-based nano-emulsion using 

a blend of Tween 80-Span 80 as surfactant. Also, to the best of our knowledge a study about 

preparing formulation of neem oil-based nano-emulsion using Brij 30 as a surfactant 

employing a low energy PIT method has not yet been reported. Apart from this, it was 

investigated that nano-emulsion favours pharmaceutical application due to significant 
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reduction in consumption of active ingredients. Typical nature of the nano-emulsion, i.e., 

high-water solubility and capacity to solubilize hydrophilic and lipophilic compounds 

credited to such a change in consumption of active ingredients (Feng et al., 2020). Thus, a 

promising delivery system of nano-emulsion has led to its utilization in antimicrobial 

application. Various authors demonstrated that nano-emulsion to be efficient for oral 

delivery of lipophilic drugs such as antibiotics, hormones, steroids, cytotoxics, diuretics and 

antifungals (Feng et al.,2020; Khandavilli and Panchagnula, 2007).  

1.3 Objectives and Scope of Work 

1. To prepare neem oil-based nano-emulsion formulation by low energy methods, 

mainly PIC and PIT. 

2. To study stability (over the period of two months) of neem oil-based nano-emulsion 

formulated through PIC and PIT method. 

3. To investigate physio-chemical characterization of formulated nano-emulsion 

(through PIC method) such as droplet size, polydispersity index, stability, zeta 

potential and viscosity. 

4. To determine stable formulation using pseudo-ternary phase diagram in PIT method. 

5. To evaluate characteristics of formulated nano-emulsion (through PIT method) such 

as droplet size, polydispersity index, stability and viscosity. 

6. To study antimicrobial characteristics of prepared formulations against human 

pathogenic bacteria. Moreover, comparison of antimicrobial activity against raw 

neem oil and Ampicillin antibiotic drug for PIC and PIT derived neem oil-based 

nano-emulsion formulations. 
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1.4 Original contribution by the thesis 

A little report on the phase inversion composition method is available for the formulation of 

neem oil-based nano-emulsion using a blend of Tween 80-Span 80 as surfactant. Also, to 

the best of our knowledge a study about preparing formulation of neem oil-based nano-

emulsion using Brij 30 as a surfactant employing a low energy PIT method has not yet been 

reported. Apart from this, it was investigated that nano-emulsion favours pharmaceutical 

application due to significant reduction in consumption of active ingredients. Typical nature 

of the nano-emulsion, i.e., high-water solubility and capacity to solubilize hydrophilic and 

lipophilic compounds credited to such a change in consumption of active ingredients. Thus, 

a promising delivery system of nano-emulsion has led to its utilization in antimicrobial 

application. 

1.5 Presentation and layout of the thesis 

The present research work explores the potential of low energy methods PIC and PIT to 

produce neem oil nano-emulsion and enhance neem oil’s bioavailability. This thesis has been 

organized into five chapters with appropriate sections, subsections, references, appendices, 

and a list of research publications. The first chapter covers the introduction and background 

of project work. It also describes the problem definition and objectives of the present 

research work. 

The detailed literature review is covered in chapter 2. It included the fundamentals of the 

methods of preparation of nano-emulsions like high energy and low energy methods, 

characterization of nano-emulsions and applications of nano-emulsion.  

The research work in this thesis is divided into two sets of experiments and analyses, which 

are discussed in the subsequent chapters.
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Chapter 3 describes the formulation of neem oil nano-emulsion by Phase Inversion 

Composition (PIC) method, study of physio-chemical characteristics like droplet size, 

polydispersity index, zeta potential, stability and viscosity. The study also addresses anti-

microbial characteristics of prepared nano-emulsions. 

Chapter 4 highlighted the experimental setup and methods for neem oil nano-emulsion 

preparation by Phase Inversion Temperature (PIT) method. This chapter provides insight 

into role of pseudo ternary phase diagram to produce neem oil nano-emulsion by PIT. 

 The physico-chemical characterization and anti-microbial activity of neem oil nano-

emulsion was also evaluated. 

Chapter 5 contains findings and major conclusions drawn from this investigation with the 

future scope of the study. Also detail of major publications including patent application of 

the concerned subject along with conferences presentation mentioned. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Nano-emulsions 

Nano-emulsions have gained popularity in recent times for their widespread usability in 

pharmaceuticals, pesticides, cosmetics, food, paint and environmental applications (Anjali 

et al.,2012). Nano-emulsions are kinetically stable systems (droplet size range in the order 

of 100 nm) exhibiting multiphase colloidal dispersion with longer shelf life (Ghosh et al., 

2016). Due to their small size they enhance penetration, spreading and uniform distribution 

on the targeted area. As shown in Fig. 2.1, nano-emulsions are mainly classified as water 

based known as oil in water (o/w) and oil based known as water in oil(w/o) which have been 

reviewed extensively. It is a mixture of two immiscible liquids stabilized by emulsifier, 

soluble in the continuous phase (Rinaldi et al., 2017; Kala et al., 2019). Adoptability of o/w 

or w/o type depends upon the use of nano-emulsion in the area of specific application (Mason 

et al., 2006). The emulsifier used is generally a surfactant, effective in the preparation of 

nano-emulsions. Surfactant play major role in deformation and break-up of droplet and 

prevent coalescence during emulsification. Surfactants are classified on the bases of 

hydrophilic-lipophilic balance (HLB). As shown in Fig.2.2, when dispersed oil droplets 

coated with surfactants, come close to one another then a thin film of water forms between 

the droplets. The similar charges of surfactant layer on the oil droplets repel each other. This 

phenomenon stabilizes the film rupturing of the oil droplet and does not allow the droplets
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 to coalesce (Schaaf et al., 2000). The most effective surfactants are non-ionic surfactants 

used to emulsify o/w or w/o (Subapriya and Nagini, 2005; Ramadhany et al.,2021). 

Numerous research papers have focussed on preparing nano-emulsions through various 

methods, including high-energy and low-energy methods. For the formulation of nano-

emulsions, high energy consumption is the major constraint during the methods such as 

microfluidization, high pressure homogenization (HPH) and ultrasonication (Fernandez et 

al., 2004). Conversely, low energy methods i.e., phase transition temperature, phase 

inversion composition, micro emulsion dilution, D phase emulsification method, bubble 

burst and evaporative ripening consume significantly less energy for the formulation of 

nano-emulsions (Jerobin et al., 2012; Chavda and Shah, 2017). Though nano-emulsions are 

kinetically stable, destabilization mechanism such as flocculation, coalescence, ostwald 

ripening and creaming might lead to phase separation. Among these, the effect of ostwald 

ripening is required to be controlled to overcome the issue of nano-emulsion instability. 

Ostwald ripening leads to formation of larger droplets of oil from a smaller one in a 

continuous phase (Anton and Vandamme, 2009; Cinar, 2017).  

The property of the formulated nano-emulsion is determined by various characterization 

techniques. These characterization methods analyse the droplet size, shape of droplet, 

rheology as well as system stabilizing factors, i.e. conductivity, pH, zeta potential. Effect of 

parameters like nano-emulsion composition and temperature on destabilization rates of 

nano-emulsions has also been reviewed extensively (Kartiki and Jadhav, 2021).  

2.2 Methods of preparation of nano-emulsions 

The preparation of nano-emulsions can be carried out either by high energy dissipation or 

low energy dissipation method. These two methods differ by the amount of energy used. The
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FIGURE 2.1 (a) oil by water (o/w) nano-emulsion, (b) water by oil (w/o) nano-emulsion 

high energy method use mechanical devices to generate large disruptive forces. Whereas, 

low energy method alters the physiochemical properties of the system to generate nanosized 

particles (Landfester et al., 2000). Since the development of nano-emulsions, due to ease of 

production, high energy methods were the only choice for the researchers. Recently low 

energy methods have become appealing approach due to the requirement of components that 

are temperature sensitive such as pharmaceutical ingredients (Gledovic et al., 2020). 

 

                 FIGURE 2.2 Droplet stabilized by surfactant 

2.2.1 High-Energy Method 

The nano-emulsions prepared by high energy method utilize mechanical devices such as 

micro fluidizers, high pressure homogenizers (HPH) and ultrasonicators. Fig. 2.3, shows that
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 these mechanical devices use large disruptive forces to produce nanodroplets (Komaiko and 

McClements et al.,2014). They are industrially scalable but consume large amount of energy 

leading to high production costs. The working principles of these devices included 

functioning of colloidal mill, high frequency sound waves (20 kHz and high) and influence 

of high pressure displacement pump (500-50,000 psi) for microfluidizer, ultrasonicators and 

HPH respectively. Studies have shown that High Pressure Valve Homogenizers are being 

used in the food industry as they are able to reduce droplet sizes in pre-existing coarse 

emulsion by passing it through valve under environment of disruptive forces like turbulence, 

shear and cavitation. This led to design of different nozzles to generate desired droplet sizes. 

In this method, increase in homogenization pressure is cause for small droplet size. 

Microfluidizers are similar to HPH with the only change in design of channels. 

Ultrasonicators are widely used in research laboratories. They convert electrical waves into 

pressure waves leading to size reduction of droplets with increasing sonication time, power 

level and emulsifier concentration (Feng et al., 2020). The high energy methods can be used 

with any kind of oil to prepare nano-emulsions and is mostly favoured for oils that are highly 

viscous and with high molecular weight. There is less consumption of surfactants by this 

method and ease in selection of surfactant. However, this method seems to be inconvenient 

during drug delivery systems due to heat sensitive ingredients (Khandavilli and 

Panchagnula, 2007). 

2.2.2 Low Energy Method  

Nano-emulsions are prepared by utilizing the internal chemical energy of the system (or 

chemical potential of components) called as low energy method. Chemical energy released 
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during the emulsification is believed to be responsible phenomenon that occurs in low

 

FIGURE 2.3 Schematic diagram of formation of nano-emulsion using high energy method like high pressure 

homogenisation and ultrasonication. 

energy method. This happens as a consequence of change in the spontaneous curvature of 

the surfactant molecules from negative to positive (o/w) or from positive to negative (w/o) 

(Solans et al., 2005). This method includes spontaneous emulsification, phase inversion 

composition, phase inversion temperature, microemulsion dilution and D phase 

emulsification. New low energy methods like bubble bursting at an oil/water interface, 

evaporative ripening and microfluidization, have also been demonstrated in the literature. 

Low energy method involves use of mere stirring at a slower rate (1600 rpm) leading to less 

energy consumption. In principle, low energy method is classified as isothermal and thermal 

method. Isothermal methods are suitable for bioactive compounds which are thermally 

sensitive (Meleson et al.,2004). It mainly includes spontaneous emulsification, phase 

inversion composition, microemulsion dilution and D phase emulsification. Thermal method 

is mainly applicable to solid lipid nanoparticles where heating is essential to maintain liquid 

phase (Encyclopedia of Emulsion Technology, 1997). As shown in Table 2.1, different low 

energy methods have been used for preparing nano-emulsions of natural oils. 
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2.3 Types of low energy methods 

2.3.1 Spontaneous emulsification  

This method is based on movement of water miscible components like solvent, surfactant 

and co-surfactant from an organic phase into aqueous phase. The process starts with addition 

of an organic phase like oil and surfactant into an aqueous phase of water and co-surfactant. 

The fast migration of water-miscible components into the aqueous phase causes an immense 

turbulence at the interface of two phases leading to increase in oil-water interfacial area 

(Robinson and Longuet, 1990; Robins and Fillery-Travis, 1992; Tadros et al.2004). This 

results into spontaneous generation of fine oil droplets when the bicontinuous 

microemulsion phase breaks up as shown in Fig. 2.4. Use of solvents can promote this 

process either in the presence or absence of surfactants. In absence of surfactants this process 

is called ouzo effect (Fryd and Mason, 2012). The order of mixing the components have not 

shown critical effect in the process as the nano-emulsions are formed spontaneously (Gupta 

et al.,2016). Another name for this method is “self-emulsification” as formation of nano-

emulsion is triggered by rapid diffusion of surfactant and/or solvent molecules from the 

dispersed phase to the continuous phase without involving a change in the spontaneous 

curvature of the surfactant. This method is used in the pharmaceutical industry to obtain 

O/W nano-emulsions as carriers for lipophilic drugs in an aqueous media, with low energy 

costs and thereby they are also known by a third name of “self-nano-emulsifying drug 

delivery systems (SNEDDS)” in literature (Sole et al.,2012). 

2.3.2 Phase inversion composition (PIC) 

Phase inversion composition (PIC) is an extended form of spontaneous emulsification 

method. This method produces nano-emulsions at room temperature, which does not involve 
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Table 2.1 Various low energy methods for preparation of o/w nano-emulsions 

Type of Low 

Energy 

Methods 

Oil  
Surfactant

(s) 

Particle 

size (nm) 

Polydispersity 

Index (PDI) 
Stability Application References 

Spontaneous 

Emulsification 

Eucalyptus 

Oil 
Tween 20 47 to 280 Less than 0.2 

High 

stability 

with high 

SOR 

food‑grade 
nano-

emulsion 

 

Sugumar et 

al.,2015 

Phase 

Inversion 

Composition 

D-limonene 

Oil 

Polyoxyeth

ylene 40 

(EL-40) 

112 n.r. 
Moderate 

stability  

fungicidal 

activity 

 

Feng et 

al.,2020 

docosahexa

enoic acid 

(DHA) 

Tween 80 

and Span 

80 

122.23± 

2.66 

0.17 ± 

0.02 

High 
stability at 

low 

temperature
s. 

Edible Nano-

emulsion. 
Apple juice 

preservative 

Zhang et 
al.,2020 

Raspberry 

seed oil 

Polysorbate 

80 

132.77± 

1.159 
0.061 ± 0.021 

Low 

stability 
with low 

SOR 

topical 
application. 

Gledovic et 
al.,2020 

Phase 

Inversion 

Temperature 

Cinnamon 

Oil 
Tween 80 

50.71 ± 

1.48 
0.23 ± 0.01 

Moderate 

stability 
Food Coating 

Chuesiang et 

al.,2020 

retinyl 

palmitate 

oil 

Brij 96 65 n.r. 
Moderate 

Stability 

topical drug 

delivery 

Garcia-Bilbao 

et al., 2019 

Micro-

emulsion 

Dilution 

red cabbage 

extract 

(anthocyani

ns) 

lecithin and 

Span 85 

with co-

surfactant 

(ethanol or 

isobutanol) 

455 ± 2 n.r. High 

stability 

solid lipid 

nanoparticles 
(SLNs) 

Ravanfar et 

al.,2016 

D Phase 

Emulsification 

Mineral Oil 

Span 80-

Tween 

80/glycerin 

143.47± 

2.03 
n.r. Moderate 

stability 
n.r. 

Zhang et 

al,.2019 

Olive Oil 
Oleth-

20/glycerin 

278.2 ± 

10.3 
0.28 ± 0.07 

Moderate 

stability 

topical 

applications 

Yukuyama et 

al.,2018 

n.r. – not reported. 
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                  FIGURE 2.4 Schematic diagram of spontaneous emulsification method 

energy intensive equipment like high energy method or use of solvent like spontaneous 

emulsification method. Laboratory scale magnetic stirrer is used for agitation of oil and 

surfactant at room temperature in which water is fed in a drop wise manner. Fig. 2.5, shows 

that upon increasing the amount of water, initially w/o nano-emulsion is formed followed 

by o/w at inversion point without consumption of significant energy (Singh et al., 2017). 

The formation of nano-emulsion is attributed to interfacial tension, bulk viscosity, phase 

transition region, surfactant structure and its concentration. This method is also known as 

catastrophic inversion as it involves increasing the volume fraction of dispersed phase 

(Yukuyama et al.,2018). This method has been developed with non-ionic poly(oxyethylene)-

type surfactants and surfactant range has been extended to ionic surfactants (Kini et al.,2012; 

Solè et al., 2012). To prepare w/o nano-emulsion by PIC method, the addition of salt with 

ionic emulsifier is required. The salt changes the electric charge of surfactant (Gutierrez et 

al., 2008). The w/o formulation with high salt content on dilution with water gives o/w nano-
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emulsion(Liew et al., 2010). Thus PIC method proved to be low cost in absence of use of 

solvents and produced thermodynamically stable droplets (Shakeel et al., 2009). 

 

                                 FIGURE 2.5 Phase inversion composition method. 

2.3.3 Phase transition temperature (PIT) 

In the year 1969, Shinoda and Saito reported that temperature is the key parameter in the 

formation of o/w nano-emulsion by PIT method (Wooster et al.,2008). In the following year, 

the same group reported study of w/o nano-emulsions using PIT and described the 

importance of optimum hydrophilic chain length in procuring stable emulsions (Buscall et 

al., 1979). Few years later w/o nano-emulsions with same method and highlighting the 

importance of fast temperature change has been reported (Razdan et al.,2014).  Surfactant, 

oil and water are stirred and heated gradually at room temperature continuously till phase 

inversion temperature. Then the solution is rapidly cooled by transferring the mixture to ice 

bath leading to formation of o/w nano-emulsions. It has been found that when the PIT of the 

system is approximately 20-65OC higher than the storage temperature, nano-emulsions 

formed are of o/w type. Whereas w/o type nano-emulsions are obtained at temperature range 

of 10-40OC lower than the storage temperature. It is observed that the stability of the system 

formed by this method is sensitive at the temperature near the PIT, so another way of 
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stabilizing this system is addition of co-surfactants. Use of non-ionic surfactants (whose 

molecular geometry changes with temperature) in the systems prepared by PIT method 

showed stabilized nano-emulsions (Koroleva and Yurtov, 2012). In some cases, inorganic 

salts have been used to adjust the PIT of the system (Anton et al.,2008; McClements, 2011). 

The complete solubilisation of oil phase in the bicontinuous microemulsion leads to o/w 

nano-emulsion with low droplet size in PIT method (Jasmina et al.,2017). The PIT method 

usually exhibits high emulsification efficiency and low Polydispersity Index (PDI) 

compared to PIC method (Robinson and Longuet, 1990). 

2.3.4. Microemulsion dilution 

This method is also known as self-emulsification method as shown in Fig. 2.6. The nano-

emulsion is prepared by using a dilution process at constant temperature. The microemulsion 

of oil-in-water is rapidly diluted with large amount of water thereby lowering the surfactant 

concentration responsible for maintaining thermodynamic stability. This method can be 

scaled-up with ease. It has low energy consumption as there is no change in temperature and 

no high stirring rates are required (Jadhav et al., 2015; Sole et al.,2012). 

 

                                           FIGURE 2.6 Microemulsion dilution method.
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2.3.5 D phase emulsification (DPE) 

D phase emulsification method had been first reported by Sagitani, Hattori, Nabeta and 

Nagai in 1983 (Jintapattanakit, 2018). Thereafter, very less studies on this method have been 

reported for last three decades. As shown in Fig. 2.7, an istropic surfactant solution is first 

formed followed by addition of oil phase. The oil and surfactant solution form a gel phase. 

On further addition of water, the system transforms to oil-in-water nano-emulsion. The D 

phase system consists of surfactant, water and oil like other methods but it also involves the 

use of an alkyl polyol as an extra component to form o/w nano-emulsion. Compared to other 

low energy methods, the DPE method requires low surfactant concentration, no strict 

adherence to hydrophilic-lipophilic scale or proper mixture of surfactant, no requirement of 

solvent and reportedly less energy consumption compared to PIC method (Jerobin et al., 

2012;Lefebvre et al.,2017;Komaiko and McClements, 2016). In 2004, researchers have 

reported addition of less soluble oil phase to oil, water and surfactant to prepare o/w nano-

emulsion which is in accordance to the DPE method (Mason et al., 2006). This method was 

tested using olive oil and single surfactant. O/W nano-emulsion with droplet size of 500nm 

was prepared with 20% (w/w) olive oil, 2%(w/w) hydrophilic surfactant at 60OC temperature 

without incorporating high pressure or high shear forces.  

 

                                     FIGURE 2.7 D Phase emulsification (DPE) method.
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2.3.6 Bubble Bursting 

As shown in Fig. 2.8, in method of bubble bursting, first gas is bubbled through surfactant 

mixed aqueous phase. As the bubble reaches the interface, oil film between the interface and 

aqueous phase depletes slowly, creating a dimple in water-air interface. This dimple 

nucleates and produces a spray of oil droplets in the aqueous phase. The nano-emulsion 

droplet size in this method depends on parameters like oil layer thickness, bubble diameter, 

etc and was discussed in paper by Feng et al.,2020.  

 

                 FIGURE 2.8 Bubble bursting method (Gupta et al.,2016) 

2.3.7 Evaporative ripening 

In this method developed by Fryd and Mason, o/w nano-emulsion were prepared with high 

viscosity oils. By high pressure homogenisation, the initial droplets produced are a mixture 

of volatile (low molecular weight) and nonvolatile(high molecular weight) oils; on further 

heating as shown in Fig. 2.9, the volatile component evaporates and droplets thereby shrink 

with oil phase rich in high molecular weight oil (soft matter).  

 

             FIGURE 2.9 Evaporative ripening method (Gupta et al.,2016)
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2.4 Comparison of PIC and PIT 

According to Roger et. al. 2011 and Roger,2016, the phase transition taking place in phase 

inversion composition (PIC) almost match to that in phase inversion temperature (PIT). But 

the mechanism of reverse micelle swelling with water, converting to bicontinuous sponge 

phase and nucleating into oil droplets on more water addition is quite different for both PIC 

and PIT methods, resulting in large differences of droplet size and polydispersity. The 

authors found PIT to be more efficient as it formed nano-emulsions with small droplet size 

and narrower size distribution whereas PIC leads more to bimodal size distributions (Feng 

et al., 2020). The difference in emulsification by PIC and PIT method can be attributed to 

the kinetics of the process which still require attention of scientific community (Hoffmann 

et al., 2016). Kinetics of the emulsification process affects the emulsion droplet size has been 

reported by Kaizu and Alexandridis,2016 using water/Pluronic-type surfactants/ xylene 

systems (Feng et al., 2020). 

2.5 Stability of nano-emulsions 

Nano-emulsions can undergo de-stabilization owing to different mechanisms like 

coalescence, Ostwald ripening and creaming/sedimentation. These decay mechanisms lead 

to the conversion of monomodal size distribution to bimodal or multi-modal type of colloidal 

systems (Sole et al., 2012). 

2.5.1 Destabilization mechanisms 

Nano-emulsions are colloidal systems that remain kinetically stable for some duration till 

the destabilization mechanism leaps in leading to phase separation as shown in Fig. 2.10. 

During flocculation, the dispersed droplets move close to each other due to attractive 

interaction. Whereas during coalescence, the droplets of dispersed phase, merge to form a 
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big drop and thereby separating the phases. Its hard to differentiate between flocculation and 

coalescence of nano-emulsions. Due to adsorbed layer of surfactant on the droplet, there is 

a repulsion between droplets due to stearic interactions which promote stabilization of nano-

emulsions against flocculation and coalescence. But the presence of high Laplace pressure 

inside nano-sized droplets lead to higher chemical potential and become driving force for 

mass transfer from smaller to larger droplets. This is known as Ostwald ripening rate. In 

creaming, the phases separate on basis of difference in densities. This can be attributed to 

the buoyancy which overcomes the thermal fluctuations and lead to rise of droplets.

 

FIGURE 2.10 De-stability mechanisms of nano-emulsions (Gupta et al.,2016). 

2.5.2 Control of destabilization mechanisms 

The temperature of nano-emulsion is known to contribute to the stabilization of system. This 

is observed in the nano-emulsions prepared by PIT method. Oswald ripening rate accelerates 

when the nano-emulsion system is polydisperse. The destabilization rate can be altered by 

changing the surfactant concentration.  Role of surfactant is critical in maintaining the 

stability of nano-emulsions. This is further supported by surfactant to oil ratio in the mixture.
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2.6 Surfactants 

Organic compounds that consist of two chemical entities, the head group having affinity 

with polar phases and tail group having affinity with non-polar phases are known as 

surfactants or amphiphiles. Their unique structural identity is widely used to reduce 

interfacial tension between two phases thereby mixing of oil and water is achievable (Taha 

et al., 2020). The hydrophilic (water-loving) portion of surfactant can be a carboxylate, 

sulfate, sulfonate, alcohol or alcohol-ether. Whereas, the lipophilic (oil-loving) portion can 

be a long  hydrocarbon chain as in fatty acids or a straight, branched or cyclic hydrocarbon 

of petroleum or an aromatic hydrocarbon containing alkyl side chains(Martens, 1964). 

Surfactants play a significant role in the preparation of nano-emulsions by low energy 

methods. The droplet size and stability of nano-emulsion is influenced by the type of 

surfactant used. The affinity of surfactant can change with the variation in temperature of 

mixture (Cinar, 2017). 

2.6.1 Type of Surfactants 

There are three kinds of surfactants: anionic, cationic, amphoteric and non-ionic as shown 

in Fig 2.11.  

 

            FIGURE 2.11 Types of surfactants (Martens, 1964)
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Anionic 

The anionics exhibit a negative charge and migrate towards the anode or positive pole in the 

solution. e.g. bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate/ Aerosol-OT (AOT), sodium dodecyl benzene 

sulfonate (SDBS), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) 

Cationic 

The positive charged surfactants exhibit surface activity due to presence of a long chain oil 

soluble cation. They are known to possess germicidal, anti-corrosive and antistatic 

properties. e.g. cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) 

Amphoteric 

These surfactants also known as ampholytic possess both a positive and a negative charge. 

Both the charges can neutralize each other thereby exhibiting non-ionic behaviour at a given 

pH. Amphoteric surfactants are known to display cationic properties in acidic solutions and 

anionic property in alkaline solutions. 

Non-Ionic  

These surfactants create hydrophilic action based on the hydroxyl groups and ether linkages. 

These compounds solubilize in water solutions by hydration. As the temperature rises, the 

hydration force gets reduced and a precipitation of surfactant occurs and effectiveness of 

surfactant reduces. This leads to turbidity or cloudy behaviour of solution. Nonionic 

surfactants are considered superior to anionic or cationics for emulsification. The 

hydrophilic-lipophilic balance (HLB) can be easily altered in nonionic surfactants by change 

in its structure (Martens, 1964). e.g. Brij 30, Brij O10, Tween 80, Tween 20, Span 20, Span 

80 and Triton X-100
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2.6.2 Selection of surfactant 

To select a surfactant, approach of HLB method designed by Griffin is considered while 

preparing nano-emulsions. In hydrophilic lipophilic balance (HLB) method, each surfactant 

is designated by a number. The HLB numbers have been related to group wise applications 

as shown in table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 HLB range of surfactant and probable applications (Martens, 1964) 

Range Applications 

3-6 W/O emulsifier 

7-9 Wetting agent 

8-18 O/W emulsifier 

13-15 Detergent 

15-18 Solubilizer 

The surfactant selection is based on the quality required of the end product (Martens, 1964). 

The applications cited in table 2 are generalized and they are altered when a combination of 

surfactants are selected to prepare o/w or w/o nano-emulsions. Based on Bancroft rule, the 

phase in which surfactant is more soluble, becomes the continuous phase in nano-emulsion. 

So according to Gibbs-Marangoni effect, the surfactants with HLB>7 (water soluble) tend 

to form O/W emulsions and HLB<7 (oil soluble) tend to form W/O emulsions. A 

combination of surfactants are known to promote stable nano-emulsions (Zielińska-Jurek et 

al., 2012). 
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2.6.3 Surfactants for neem oil nano-emulsions 

Tween 80 

 A polysorbate 80 or Polyoxyethylene (20) sorbitan monooleate belongs to nonionic 

surfactant family. It finds use in pharmaceuticals, food and cosmetics owing to neutral 

charge behaviour. It is hydrophilic in nature as its HLB value is 15. Its viscous but water 

soluble and visual appearance is yellow in colour. This surfactant can be used to prepare a 

nano-emulsion without or with mixing with sorbitan ester (National Center for 

Biotechnology Information, 2022). 

Span 80 

Sorbitan oleate is visually yellow and viscous liquid. Its HLB value is 4.3 and it is lipophilic 

in nature. It is easily used as emulsifier, solubilizer, stabilizer, softener, anti-static agent, and 

is suitable for preparing nano-emulsions with further applications in medicine, cosmetics, 

textiles and paints (crodasmartmaterials, 2022; CAS Database List,2022). 

Brij 30 

Polyoxyethylene (4) lauryl ether is a clear colourless and odourless liquid with HLB value 

of 9. The Brij series surfactants are derived by ethoxylating naturally sourced primary fatty 

alcohols. They are found to be stable over a wide pH range, tolerant to electrolyte and 

hydrolytically stable. Their use in silicone emulsions, wax emulsions, pigmented coatings 

and pressure sensitive adhesives is documented (Lobachemie, 2022). 

2.7 Characterization of Nano-emulsions 

Nano-emulsions exhibit properties i.e., nano sized droplet, high transparency, variable 

viscosity and high stability which are characterized by using analytical methods such as 

dynamic light scattering (DLS), small angle neutron scattering (SANS),viscosity, atomic 

force microscopy (AFM), zeta potential and stability. For determining droplet size of nano-

emulsion, DLS is considered to be a useful method. By measuring droplet size as a function 

of time with DLS, the physical stability of nano-emulsion can be assessed. DLS has been

https://www.crodasmartmaterials.com/en-gb/brands/brij
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 reported to be used for assessment of Ostwald ripening rate (Anton and Vandamme, 2009). 

Neutron wavelengths can probe nanoscale structures, thereby making SANS method useful 

for obtaining bulk structure of nano-emulsions (Shafiq-un-Nabi, et al., 2007). At 

macroscopic level nano-emulsion, methods such as viscosity, conductivity and dielectric 

testing provide appropriate results. Nano-emulsion exhibited low viscosity when increasing 

water content and higher viscosity when content of surfactant and co-surfactant is lowered. 

Change in viscosity helps in evaluating the stability of nano-emulsion systems. To predict 

whether the prepared nano-emulsions formed are o/w or w/o and monitor the phase inversion 

phenomena, the use of conductivity tests are made (Sole et al.,2010). Structural and dynamic 

features of nano-emulsions are evaluated by dielectric measurements. The droplet shape of 

nano-emulsions system can be determined using Atomic Force Microscopy method. The 

stability of nano-emulsions systems are probed by performing a set of stability tests such as 

centrifugation assay, freeze thaw cycle, heating-cooling tests and ambient conditions. These 

tests analyze the time period for which the nano-emulsions systems can remain stable 

without exhibiting ostwald ripening, coalescence, creaming and sedimentation. Thus 

providing an estimate of the shelf life of the prepared system (Forgiarini et al.,2001).  

2.8 Application of nano-emulsions 

Over the last few decades, nano-emulsions have found their significant contribution in 

various sectors. Based on the usage of nano-emulsions over the last decade, it has been 

observed that higher percentage of involvement of nano-emulsions is in pharmaceutics and 

cosmetics followed by food industry and other miscellaneous industries (Gutiérrez et 

al.,2008). Nano-emulsions are acting as delivery system to allow appropriate dosage of 

pesticide. Commercial application in the area of pesticide delivery is yet to explore due to 

poor stability of nano-emulsions. Use of nano-emulsions formulation (water/non-ionic 
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surfactant/ methyl decanoate) for the production of pesticide (β-cypermethrin) by phase 

inversion composition has been reported for commercial use (Jadhav et al.,2015). Number 

of authors has reported significant benefit for the use of oral nano-emulsion formulations in 

contrast to regular oral formulations. Till date, pharmaceutical applications have majorly 

benefited by the formulation of nano-emulsions. It is due to important characteristics 

exhibited by nano-emulsions formulated drug in the body. It mainly includes, reduced drug 

resistance, dose, and enhanced anticancer activity (Fernandez et al.,2004). For the treatment 

of arthritic conditions, an o/w lipid nano-emulsion of diclofenac using high pressure 

homogenizer method and droplet size of 200nm has been studied. Oral delivery of lipophilic 

drugs like antibiotics, hormones, steroids, cytotoxics, diuretics and antifungals too benefited 

with the use of nano-emulsion. Some authors have reported the use of phase inversion 

composition method for oral delivery of protein drugs like Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) 

and was found to conserve the bioactivity and conformational structure of encapsulated 

BSA. The droplet size of 21.8 nm showed high encapsulation efficiency of the drug (Shinoda 

and Saito, 1969). Many drugs pose difficulty for topical application when dispersed in 

carriers like gels, creams, or patches leading to skin irritability. In this area, nano-emulsions 

have proved to be effective by exhibiting enhanced penetration due to altered lipid bilayers 

and as small reservoirs for drugs by concentration gradient. It is also highlighted the 

combination of low and high energy method for the formulation of hydrogel nano-emulsion 

based on ingredients such as soybean lecithin, tween and poloxamer. Spontaneous 

emulsification method reported for paclitaxel nano-emulsion to treat deep skin delivery for 

psoriasis (Saito and Shinoda, 1970). Another case study reports formulation of caffeine o/w 

nano-emulsion with droplet size between 20 and 100 nm prepared by phase inversion 

composition (Ozawa et al.,1997). Cosmetics require good sensorial properties which is 

provided by nano-emulsions thereby some papers reported stable formulations by using 
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different oils or oil mixtures (Rao and McClements, 2010; Mei et al.,2011).The use of edible 

coating to preserve fruits and vegetables have been made possible by nano-emulsions. 

Reports of food matrix redesigned by application of nano-emulsions can be found. Fast 

moving consumer goods (FMCG) industries have realised specific use of nano-emulsions 

for the reduction of fat content in ice-cream and uniform melting of frozen foods (Hasan et 

al.,2015). Remarkable application of nano-emulsions have been analysed for the 

manufacturing of beverages, i.e. fortified waters and soft drinks by low energy methods. 

Improvement in shelf life of food has been exhibited with the use of nano-emulsions. 

Bitumin emulsions are stable when kept in containers and on being applied on road, they 

coalesce to form uniform film. Nano-emulsions have been used to assist in removal of oil 

spillage in seas and also used as regenerating fluids (Ramadhany et al.,2021).  

2.9 Optimization of nano-emulsion system 

The large scale application of nano-emulsion needs study of optimization for different 

variables (mainly composition, speed of agitation and duration of formulation process) to 

achieve the desired properties of formulated nano-emulsions including minimum droplet 

size or minimum polydispersity, stability and the specific utility (Wang et al., 2007).  Effect 

of number of variables on properties of nano-emulsions seems to be the area of future 

research. Variables such as composition and preparation technique have been reported as an 

optimisation tool for controlling droplet size. In order to obtain the scale-up values of 

variables affecting the preparation of nano-emulsion, the use of experimental design has 

been explored. Experimental optimization is referred for the involvement of more number 

of variables affecting on the properties of nano-emulsions. Plackett-Burman experimental 

design by Minitab Software has been reported to determine the influence of seven 

independent qualitative variables for preparation of nano-emulsions (Feng et al.,2018; 
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Sagitani et al.,1983). Studies using response surface methodology (RSM) based on Central 

Composite Design (CCD) have altered the traditional methodology of maintaining all 

variables constant during the experiment (Kawanami et al.,2016; Sagitani et al.,1991). These 

studies work on the assumption that all variables are independent of each other. Extent of 

mixing is also identified as key parameter in PIC method. It is stated that good vessel 

geometry can help achieve the desired extent of mixing leading to control droplet size (Feng 

et al.,2020).Apart from above mentioned variables, some of the authors have shown the 

advantage of optimization studies for other variables such as influence on dilution, 

temperature of analysis, surfactant: oil weight ratio (S/O), temperature of preparation and 

HLB (Roger,2016; Roger et al.,2011). Statistical analysis involved in the experimental 

design shows clear indication of effect of variables in the preparation of nano-emulsions 

(Kaizu and Alexandridis, 2016).  

2.10 Neem Oil 

A native to Indian subcontinents and most of the African countries, azadirachta indica, the 

neem tree, belongs to the mahogany family Meliaceae. An estimated 60% of world neem 

tree population inhabit India, and the rest are found in Africa, Central America, Malaysia, 

Thailand, Sri Lanka, Indonesia, Singapore, the Philippines, and the Caribbean Islands 

(Anjali et al.,2012). Seeds of neem tree contains high amounts of azadirachtin, one of the 

most thoroughly investigated and used active components (Ghosh et al.,2016; Rinaldi et 

al.,2017). Neem oil is a deep yellow extract obtained from the neem seeds (Kala et al.,2019). 

Neem oil contains many bioactive constituents, among which triterpenes such as limonoids 

are primarily present, and azadirachtin is the most important compound among the limonoids 

(Kala et al.,2019;Mason et al.,2006). The composition of the oil may vary widely depending 

on growth habitat of the tree, and environmental conditions (Schaaf et al.,2000). Moreover, 
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neem oil is biodegradable, hydrophobic, low-cost, non-toxic to animals and beneficial 

insects that has numerous applications in food, agriculture, and health sectors, including its 

historic usages in Ayurveda, Unani, and homoeopathic medicines for centuries (Subapriya 

and Nagini, 2005). Neem oil has excellent antibacterial, antifungal, insecticidal, pesticidal, 

and antioxidant properties as given in Fig. 2.12 due to plethora of bioactive phytochemicals 

such as azadirachtin, salannin, nimbidin, gedunin, nimbin, isomargolonone, margolone, 

nimbolide, margolonone, etc. present in neem oil as shown in Fig. 2.13 (Ramadhany et 

al.,2021), and thus it is used for food preservation, packaging, and storage applications since 

ancient time. Neem oil and its components (e.g., azadirachtin) have been used in storage of 

food grains for many years. Neem oil or its nano-emulsion has also been used in chitosan, 

starch, or pectin based active packaging of foods including fruits and vegetables. 

 

FIGURE 2.12 Properties of neem oil (Ramadhany et al.,2021)
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FIGURE 2.13 Major active compounds present in neem oil (Ramadhany et al.,20 

 

2.11 Physiochemical characteristics of neem oil 

The physiochemical properties of oil determines its quality (Bhandare and Naik, 2015). In 

order to prepare nano-emulsion of oil, it is necessary to determine the quality of neem oil. 

The value of physiochemical characteristics like moisture content, acid value, density, 

azadiractin content, etc. are tested as given in Table 2.3. 

  Table 2.3 Physiochemical properties of neem oil 

 
Moisture 

(ppm)  

Acid Value 

(mg KOH/gm) 

Density at 

250C 

(gm/ml) 

Azadiractin 

(ppm)  

Nimbin 

(ppm)  

Salannin 

(ppm)  

Neem 

oil 
27 9  0.949  250 2150 6750 

 

Neem 
oil

Salannin

Azadiracti
n

Nimbin

Meliantriol

Nimbinin

Querceti
n
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2.11.1 Moisture Content 

Moisture content of oil determines the additives contained in the oil. The technique to 

determine moisture content is by performing crackle test on oil. Another technique is air 

oven method. The oil sample is weighted then heated. The weight obtained after evaporation 

of moisture is noted (Jessinta et al., 2014).  

2.11.2 Acid Value 

The acid value is a number that expresses the amount of potassium hydroxide in milligrams 

required to neutralize the free acids present in 1 gm of oil.  

2.11.3 Density and Viscosity 

Density of oil is directly proportional to unsaturation and inversely to molecular weight. 

Viscosity of oil is measured using Ostwald’s viscometer (Bhandare and Naik, 2015).  

2.11.4 Nimbin and Salanin Content 

Nimbidin is a mixture of tetranortriterpenes and is the major active principle of the seed oil 

of Azadirachta indica A. Juss (Meliaceae) possessing potent antiinflammatory and 

antiarthritic activities (Kaur et al., 2004). Both Nimbin and Salanin are prime titerpenoids 

accompanying azadiractin, salanin is responsible for insect antifeedant and growth 

regulating activities.  

The surface tension of neem oil is 38 Dynes/cm. The neem oil has an HLB value of 9 

(interfacial tension against water) tested using surface tensiometer. 

The physiochemical parameters are needed to measure the deterioration or rancidity an oil 

undergoes from stage of extraction till storage, determining the shelf life of oil.
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2.12 Application of Neem oil nano-emulsion 

Neem oil nano-emulsion as food preservative 

Neem oil nano-emulsion with Tween 20 as antimicrobial protective coating for soyabean 

seeds found efficient against fungi Aspergillus flavus and Penicillium citrinum and did not 

show phytotoxic effects to the seeds (Kumar et al., 2022). 

Neem oil nano-emulsion as antifeedant 

A nano-emulsion of neem oil with karanj and surfactant mix of Tween 80: PEG 400 proved 

to be effective in controlling mosquito larvae (Kartiki and Jadhav, 2021). 

Neem oil nano-emulsion as pesticide 

The photodegradation property of neem oil leads to no residue on plants after its use as 

pesticide. A nano-emulsion of citronella oil, bio-silica and neem oil were tested to suppress 

the nematode populations to allow growth of medicinal java tea plant (Djiwanti et al., 2022). 
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CHAPTER 3 

Neem oil based Nano-emulsion Formulation by 

Low Energy Phase Inversion Composition Method: 

Characterization and its Antimicrobial Activity 

3.1  Introduction 

Raw neem oil (azadirachtin enriched insecticidal properties) in its raw form depicts poor water 

solubility, oxidation tendency, and toxicity at high intake levels. To overcome the utility 

bottlenecks of neem oil, its utilization in the form of nano-emulsion has gained attention by 

various researchers (Anjali et al., 2011; Ghosh et al.,2016; Rinaldi et al.,2017; Kala et al.,2019; 

Mason et al.,2006; Schaaf et al.,2000; Kohli et al.,2018).  

Nano-emulsions are characterized as colloidal systems that are obtained by shearing two 

immiscible liquids by addition of external energy followed by stabilization with surfactants 

(Morales et al., 2003; Capek, 2004).  It widely classified as oil in water (o/w) or water in oil(w/o) 

systems. Both systems are kinetically stabilized and exhibit droplet sizes in the range of 20 to 

1000 nm. The optical appearance of these systems was reported to be ranging from turbid to 

transparent and dependent on droplet size (Mason et al.,2004).  
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The surfactant reduces the interfacial tension of the oil-water system and its significant effect on 

the reduction in droplet size has been reported earlier (Liu et al.,2006). The nature of surfactants 

is reported as ionic, non-ionic, or amphoteric and classified based on hydrophile-lipophilic 

balance (HLB). The HLB value indicates the solubility of surfactant towards water and oil on 

an HLB scale (0-18). The low HLB value of a surfactant is referred to as oil-soluble (0-10), 

whereas a high HLB value (11-18) is water-soluble. To determine the required HLB value for 

nano-emulsion preparation, an HLB scale was investigated based on the Gibbs-Marangoni effect 

(mass transfer due to interfacial surface tension). Moreover, the HLB scale provides information 

on the choice of surfactants or surfactant blends for the formulation of different nano-emulsions 

(Rao and McClements,2010; Gursoy and Benita,2004). Various authors have demonstrated that 

the application of surfactants in the formulation of nano-emulsion, particularly as food 

preservatives and medicinal drugs carrier, needs to be safe and bio-degradable. Also, reported 

that non-ionic surfactants are considered less toxic than their ionic counterparts (Sagitani et 

al.,1983; Tadros, 2009).  

The high and low energy methods are widely reported for the formulation of nano-emulsions 

(o/w or w/o). Industrial productions of nano-emulsions using high energy methods included 

various mechanical devices such as high speed/high-pressure homogenisers, ultrasonicators, and 

high shear stirrers. Thus, formulation using high energy methods was considered an energy-

intensive process. Also, it showed a poor utilization rate of energy in the formulation of nano-

emulsion. Various literature showed that only about 0.1% of the total energy supplied gets 

utilized in producing nano-emulsions (Tadros, 1996; Izquierdo et al.,2002; Solans and Sole, 

2012). Presently, the low energy methods are widely considered as an eco-friendly technique 

which utilizes the internal chemical energy of the system itself. It mainly includes, phase 

inversion temperature (PIT), phase inversion composition (PIC), microemulsion dilution and 
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surfactant (D) phase emulsification. Phase inversion composition (PIC) method is characterized 

as formulation of nano-emulsion by dropwise addition of water in a varying proportion to a 

mixture of surfactant and oil at an ambient temperature alongwith moderate stirring. PIC 

provides the change in phase starting from w/o phase, followed by bi-continuous phase and 

ending to o/w phase. The effect of different parameters on droplet size of nano-emulsion 

formulation through the PIC method was reported by various investigators. These were mainly 

the composition of the mixture, rate of mixing, surfactant to oil ratio, blend ratio of surfactants 

and addition rate of aqueous phase (Horak et al.,2002; Anton and Vandamme, 2009; Chavda 

and Shah,2017; Cinar, 2017; Landfester et al.,2000). Formulation with PIC method was reported 

for Tween 80/polyethylene glycol 400 with neem/karanj oil, and Tween 80 with raspberry seed 

oil (Kartiki and Jadhav,2021; Gledovic et al.,2020). Nevertheless, few reports on the phase 

inversion composition method are available for the formulation of neem oil-based nano-

emulsion using a blend of Tween 80-Span 80 as surfactant. Moreover, due to typical 

characteristics of nano emulsion such as high-water solubility and capacity to solubilize 

hydrophilic and lipophilic compounds, it consumes fewer active ingredients for pharmaceutical 

application (Feng et al.,2020). Such a promising delivery system of nano-emulsion has led to its 

utilization for antimicrobial application. In current research work, neem oil-based nano-

emulsion was formulated by phase inversion composition method using a blend of Tween 80-

Span 80 as surfactant. This chapter also addresses the physio-chemical characterization of 

formulated nano-emulsion such as particle size, zeta potential and viscosity. The Antimicrobial 

activity of formulation was also analyzed against raw neem oil and Ampicillin drug for human 

pathogenic bacteria.  
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3.2 Formulation 

3.2.1 Materials 

Neem oil (ρ = 0.949 g/mL; azadirachtin 250 ppm; µ = 4 cP) was purchased from Kama 

Ayurveda, Arya Vaidya Pharmacy, Coimbatore, India. De-ionized water was used for all 

experiments. Tween 80 (polysorbate 80) and span 80 (sorbitane monooleate) was purchased 

from Molychem, Mumbai. All chemicals were of analytical grade. 

 

3.2.2 Preparation Method 

The blend of surfactants was prepared according to the HLB scale described by Griffin (The 

HLB System: A Time-saving Guide to Emulsifier Selection, 1984). A combination of Tween 

80 and Span 80 was selected which gave emulsifiers of the same chemical class, i.e., hydrophilic 

(water-loving) and lipophilic (oil-loving). They acted as oleates. In the phase inversion 

composition method (PIC), choice of surfactant plays a crucial role in forming oil in water nano-

emulsion. In agreement with literature review, surfactants lessen the interfacial energy between 

oil and water systems by formation of a layer around the dispersed oil droplets thereby acting 

as an obstacle to particle coalescence phenomenon ( Mohd Narawi et al.,2020; Arianto and 

Cindy, 2019; Chuesiang et al.,2020; Jerobin et al., 2012; Loureiro Contente et al.,2020). The 

HLB scale facilitates selection of appropriate surfactant or blend of surfactants to prepare the 

required nano-emulsion. It is stated that surfactants having an HLB value close to that of HLB 

value of oil phase aid in providing stable nano-emulsions. Different combinations of Tween 80-

Span 80 were tested according to a study carried out by Liu et.al. 2006. The ratio of Tween 80 

and Span 80 was selected as per the reported formula (3.1). 

𝐻𝐿𝐵𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑑 = 𝐻𝐿𝐵(𝑇80)𝑇%+ 𝐻𝐿𝐵(𝑆80)𝑆%                                                                                         (3.1)
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Where HLB(T80), HLB(S80) and HLBblend are the HLB values of Tween 80, Span 80, and the 

surfactant mixture with T% reflecting volume percentage of Tween 80 and S% of Span 80, 

respectively.  

An Appropriate proportion of Tween 80 and Span 80 for preparing formulation was selected 

based on homogeneity of the mixture. As shown in Table 3.1 HLB blend was calculated using 

(3.1) and showed HLB in the range of 4.3 to 15. Among the six calculated HLB, blend of 10.7 

HLB showed a homogenous phase, whereas the rest exhibited a heterogeneous phase. The 

homogeneous nature of the surfactant favor dispersion of oil droplets in a water, which favors 

the formation of nano-emulsion at low energy. Thus, the blend with HLB 10.7 was selected to 

prepare the neem oil nano-emulsion. Neemoil nano-emulsion was prepared using neem oil (15% 

v/v) and a blend of Tween 80 and Span 80 (60:40) in an equal volume percentage (15%v/v) as 

given in Table 3.2. Continuous phase, i.e., water (70% v/v) was added dropwise to dispersed 

phase at 27oC and stirred with the use of magnetic stirrer at 600 rpm for 60 minutes. The 

prepared sample as shown in Fig. 3.1, was further analyzed for characterization and antibacterial 

study. 

Table 3.1 Theoretical HLB for different blends of Tween 80 and Span 80 

Volume % 
HLB value of 

surfactant blend Tween 80 Span 80 

100 0 15 

80 20 12.8 

60 40 10.7 

40 60 8.5 

20 80 6.4 

0 100 4.3 
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Table 3.2 Volume percentage ratio of neem oil, water, and surfactant blend of nanoemulsion 

Volume %, ml 

Neem Oil 
Tween 80+ Span 80  

(10.7 HLB) Water 

15 15 70 

 

FIGURE 3.1 Appearance of homogeneous stabilized nano-emulsion (a) disperse phase (b) upon addition of 

continuous phase (c) final nano-emulsion  

3.3  Characterization of Nano-emulsions 

3.3.1 Particle Size and Zeta Potential Measurement 

 

Droplet size and zeta potential of the formulation were determined using a dynamic light 

scattering (DLS) instrument (Malvern Mastersizer 2000, UK). For removing multiple scattering 

effects, the sample was diluted 40 times with deionized water. The nano-emulsion sample was 

tested again after storage for two months. The readings were taken thrice for each formulation 

within range of error ±5%.

(a) (b) (c) 
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3.3.2 Measurement of Viscosity 

The viscosity of nano-emulsion formulation (non-diluted) was measured by using a digital 

rotational viscometer (Model: LMDV200; Labman, India) with L0 spindle at 25°C. At 100 rpm, 

sample reading was noted when equilibrium was reached to zero shear after 2 minutes. 

3.3.3 Antibacterial activity of nano-emulsion 

The antibacterial activity of the nanoemulsion formulations was measured with the use of the 

broth dilution method. The Broth dilution method determines minimum inhibition concentration 

(MIC). MIC defines the lowest concentration of antimicrobial agent and synthetic drugs that 

prevents visible growth of microorganism under defined conditions as observed by the unaided 

eye. In the current study, raw neem oil, synthetic drug(ampicillin) and neem oil nano-emulsions 

were tested for their antibacterial activity against bacterial strains, i.e., E. coli, S. aureus, and S. 

Pyogenus. The bacterial strains were procured from the Institute of Microbial Technology, 

Chandigarh. One set of broth solution containing no antibacterial agent was used as a standard 

medium and the second set was prepared by taking identical volumes of broth in antibacterial 

solution (neem oil, ampicillin, nanoemulsion). Both sets of test tubes were inoculated with a 

defined quantity of bacterial strains i.e., 108 organisms/ml. After incubation, the growth of 

bacteria was analyzed by observing the presence of turbidity or sediment.  

3.4 Results and Discussion 

3.4.1 Nano-emulsion droplet size and Polydispersity Index 

Droplet size of nanoemulsion is an important parameter that differentiates nano-emulsions from 

emulsions. The stability of the nano-emulsion is reflected by the size of droplet on formulation 

and subsequent changes that occurred during the storage of nano-emulsion. When nano-
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emulsion is characterized for droplet size using DLS technique, a mathematical approach of 

cumulant is used to analyze the autocorrelation functions to get the size distribution profiles. 

According to Soles et al., 2012 cumulants calculation is the best starting point for studying an 

unknown sample.  

Fig. 3.2 showed DLS of new formulated neem oil nano-emulsion displaying a profile of particle 

size distribution. The Z-average or cumulant mean size obtained was 196 nm which was the 

most stable parameter produced by the technique as defined by ISO:22412 and its intensity mean 

calculated from the signal intensity. The polydispersity index (PDI) is a dimensionless value 

which provides width parameter. For a uniform size sample, PDI value is considered zero. As 

shown in Fig. 3.2(a) PDI observed was 0.428 which represented broad polydisperse system. As 

shown in graph, polydisperse characteristics was also confirmed by peak value of number mean 

size of 88 nm, nearly half the size of Z-average (196 nm). As shown in Fig. 3.2(b) DLS analysis 

of formulation after storage of two months showed that the Z-average was 579 nm with a PDI 

of 1. The second peak at about 1000 nm was observed due to PDI value of 1. Such a value of 

PDI indicates formulation of larger size of particles in the system due to agglomeration of 

droplets. Soles et al.,2012 also reported that higher value of PDI favors ripening rate as referred 

in ostwald ripening phenomenon. Higher laplace pressure of small droplets allow their diffusion 

into bulk size droplets, leading to formulation of a larger droplet size in the system. Thus, over 

the period, droplet size distribution reported a higher value (Wooster et al., 2008;  Forgiarini et 

al.,2001;Heurtault et al.,2002).

3.4.2 Viscosity and zeta potential 

To characterize neem oil nano-emulsion formulation, the study of flow behavior in terms of 

viscosity was reported. In current study, the viscosity of neem oil nano-emulsion formulation 
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     FIGURE 3.2(a) Droplet Size distribution of neem oil nano-emulsion in formulation at t=0 

 

 FIGURE 3.2(b) Droplet size distribution of neem oil nano-emulsion in formulation after two-month storage. 

showed 2.11cP. The observed viscosity of nanoemulsion was about half the viscosity of neem 

oil (4 cP). The significant reduction in viscosity was attributed to less volume of neem oil and 

surfactant in the prepared formulation. Similar results had been observed by Sheikh Shafiq-un-

Nabi, et al.2007 which explained that nanodroplets increased the interfacial areas allowing 
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solubility of water insoluble ingredients (e.g., azadiractin) and improving the transport 

properties of these ingredients. Putri Ramadhany et al 2021 demonstrated the nature of stable 

droplet due to the monodispersity of the system formulated at a low viscosity (Vasiljevic et 

al.,2006; Shafiq-un-Nabi et al.,2007).  

The resulting formulation showed a zeta potential of -19.6 mV at a pH of 5. After two months 

of storage of formulation, the zeta potential increased to -40mV at a pH of 6.7. The zeta potential 

of -30mV is reported to be optimum for good stabilization of a nanoemulsion formulation 

(Honary and Zahir, 2013; Marinova et al.,1996; Stachurski and Michalek, 1996).  Effect of zeta 

potential and pH on stability of droplet size has been widely reported. Fig.3.2 showed stability 

of formulation in a declining order after storage of two months. The presence of a negative 

charge on oil-water interface strongly depends on the pH value. The negative charge at the oil 

water interface due to adsorption of hydroxyl ions was reported by I. B. Ivanov et al. 1996. 

Ethylene oxide groups of Tween 80 created hydrogen bonds with hydroxyl ions to provide a 

higher negative charge, which lead to reduced stability and increment in zeta potential.  

3.4.3 Bioassay studies 

Table 3.3 shows the effectiveness of raw neem oil, nanoemulsion formulation and synthetic 

drug as an antimicrobial agent represented in terms of Minimum Inhibition Concentration 

(MIC). It was observed that MIC of nano-emulsion formulation was less than raw neem oil for 

all sets of experiments. It signifies effectiveness of nano-emulsion formulation over raw neem 

oil for antimicrobial activity against E-coli, S. Aureus and S. Pyogenus. It was also observed 

that MIC of nano-emulsion formulation was less than Ampicillin drug for antimicrobial activity 

against E-coli and S.Aureus, whereas it was seen high against S.Pyogenus. The study indicates 
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that antimicrobial activity of neem oil nano-emulsion against S.Pyogenus is better than raw 

neem oil, whereas inferior than Ampicillin (Feng et al.,2018;Choupanian et al.,2017). 

Table 3.3 Antibacterial activity of raw neem oil, nano-emulsion formulation, and ampicillin 

 

Minimum Inhibition Concentration (µg/ml) 

Sample E.Coli S.Aureus S.Pyogenus 

Raw Neem Oil 100 125 250 

Neem oil / T80-S80 nano-

emulsion 
50 100 125 

Ampicillin (synthetic drug) 100 250 100 

 

3.4 Summary 

Neem oil-based nano-emulsion by using phase inversion composition (PIC) method with Tween 

80/Span 80 (1:1 volume ratio of surfactant to oil) at HLB value of 10.7 showed promising 

formulation with a droplet size below 200 nm. The resulting formulation showed zeta potential 

of -19.6 mV at a pH of 5. After two months storage of formulation the zeta potential increased 

to -40mV at a pH of 6.7, confirmed by observing increment in droplet size to the tune of 579 

nm after 2 months duration. Improvement in zeta potential will be the future scope of work. The 

viscosity of neem oil nano-emulsion formulation (2.11cP) was observed to be half that of the 

viscosity of raw neem oil. Thus, neem oil nano-emulsion formulation improves the potential to 

be utilized in various product formulation, e.g., cosmetics, drugs, pesticides, food preservatives, 

etc. In contrast to raw neem oil and ampicillin antibiotic drug, a significant reduction in 

consumption of nano-emulsion formulation was observed for antibacterial activity. Moreover, 

this formulation showed more effectiveness against human pathogenic bacteria. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Characterisation and Microbial Activity of Neem 
Oil Nano-Emulsions Formulated by Phase 

Inversion Temperature Method 

4.1 Introduction 

High energy or low energy dissipation methods are widely known for the formulation of 

nano-emulsions, differing by the amount of energy utilised. Mechanical devices generate 

large disruptive forces in high energy method, whereas low energy method modifies the 

physiochemical characteristics of the system to generate nano-sized particles (Cinar, 2017). 

Earlier, the high energy methods were the only choice for the researchers to developed nano-

emulsions formulation due to ease of production. Nevertheless, high energy methods 

included various mechanical devices such as high speed/high-pressure homogenisers, ultra-

sonicators, and high shear stirrers. Thus, formulation using high energy methods was 

considered as an energy intensive process. Also, it showed a poor utilization rate of energy 

in the formulation of nano-emulsion. Various literature showed that only about 0.1% of the 

total energy supplied gets utilized in producing nano-emulsions (Tadros, 1996; Izquierdo et 

al.,2002; Solans and Sole,2012).  

Presently, the low energy methods are widely considered as an eco-friendly technique which 

utilizes the internal chemical energy of the system itself. Moreover, it has become an 

appealing approach because of the requirement of components that are temperature sensitive 

such as pharmaceutical ingredients (Koroleva and Yurtov,2012). The low energy metho
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mainly include, phase inversion temperature (PIT), phase inversion composition (PIC), 

microemulsion dilution and surfactant (D) phase emulsification (Anton and Vandamme, 

2009). Among the most preferred methods, the PIT method demonstrated high emulsification 

efficiency and low Polydispersity Index (PDI) compared to PIC method 

(Jintapattanakit,2018). PIT method comprises of stirring and gradual heating of surfactant, 

oil and water till phase inversion temperature (the temperature at which significant change 

in conductivity observed) followed by rapid cooling in an ice bath leading to formation of 

o/w nano-emulsion (Garcia-Bilbao et al.,2020). The temperature is the key parameter 

reported in the formation of o/w nano-emulsion by PIT method (Saito and Shinoda,1970). It 

was reviewed that the PIT method provides temperature-driven phase inversion of 

emulsions. i.e., water-in-oil (w/o) to oil-in-water (o/w), stabilized by non-ionic surfactants 

(ethoxylated groups) (Mei et al., 2011; Hasan et al.,2015). During heating, the dehydrated 

ethoxylated surfactants become hydrophobic and favour w/o emulsion system at elevated 

temperature (Morales et al., 2003; Wang et al.,2007; Feng et al.,2018; Sagitani et al.,1983; 

Kawanami et al., 2016). Then w/o emulsion system heated to temperature of PIT and upon 

rapid cooling, forms o/w emulsion system with a uniform small droplet size (Sagitani et 

al.,1983; Robins and Fillery-Travis,1992). To get a deeper insight about the isotropic regions 

(single phases) formed in PIT method, researchers prepare pseudoternary phase diagrams 

(PTD) based upon their aqueous titration experiments. PTD also helps in evaluating a 

thermodynamically stable system and gives an idea about scale-up of proportions (Ramli et 

al.,2017). For a fixed volume percentage of oil, the formulation of single-phase boundary 

obtained at varying surfactant, co-solvent, and water compositions, using low-energy 

method, has already been   reported (Shafiq-un-Nabi et al.,2007). 

Neem oil is a deep yellow extract obtained from the seeds of neem tree (Azadirachta indica). 

These seeds are popularly used in India and in other South-East countries as versatile
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 medicinal product due to its antibacterial, antifungal, antimalarial and insect growth 

inhibition properties, and in cosmetics due to its low toxicity in vivo studies (Schaaf et 

al.,2000;Subapriya and Nagini,2005). Nevertheless, neem oil in its raw form exhibited poor 

water solubility, oxidation tendency and toxicity in high intake levels. In order to improve 

the effective utilization of neem oil, the application in the form of nano-emulsion has gained 

attention by various researchers (Ramadhany et al., 2021). Formulation of nano-emulsion 

prepared using neem oil or Karanj oil with Tween 80/Polyethylene glycol 400 as a surfactant 

and co-surfactant, respectively by emulsification method produced smallest droplet size of 

481 nm. A researcher had reported about the stability of nanoemulsion formulations of neem 

oil-water-nonionic surfactant (Lutensol® TO 6), prepared using high-speed homogenization 

(Fernandez et al., 2004). Moreover, many authors demonstrated formulation of neem-based 

nano-emulsion with Tween 20 using ultrasonication (Jerobin et al.,2012; Sekar et al.,2015). 

PIT method to prepare nano-emulsion of natural oils such as soyabean oil, clove oil, nutmeg 

oil, cinnamon oil, retinyl palmitate oil, and sunflower seed oil have been researched widely 

(Shahavi et al.,2015; Chuesiang  et al., 2020; Arianto  and Cindy, 2019; Mohd Narawi et al., 

2020; Marino, 2010). However, to the best of our knowledge a study about preparing 

formulation of neem oil-based nano-emulsion using Brij 30 as a surfactant employing a low 

energy PIT method has not yet been reported. Brij 30 surfactant is a non-ionic surfactant, 

known for its low toxicity, biodegradability, and non-hazardous impacts on humans and the 

environment (Komaiko and McClements,2016). Moreover, Brij 30 is popularly known for 

its applications as an emulsifying agent, a penetration enhancer, a solubilizing agent, a 

wetting agent, and in the formulation of some drugs (Tamamushi et al.,1963). In addition to 

this, Jennifer et al. reported use of Brij 30 based nano-emulsion as a carrier vehicle for 

hydrophilic drugs (Komaiko and McClements, 2014). Apart from this, it was investigated 

that nano-emulsion favours pharmaceutical application due to significant reduction in 
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consumption of active ingredients. Typical nature of the nano-emulsion, i.e., high-water 

solubility and capacity to solubilize hydrophilic and lipophilic compounds credited to such 

a change in consumption of active ingredients (Feng et al.,2020). Thus, a promising delivery 

system of nano-emulsion has led to its utilization in antimicrobial application. Various 

authors demonstrated that nano-emulsion to be efficient for oral delivery of lipophilic drugs 

such as antibiotics, hormones, steroids, cytotoxics, diuretics and antifungals (Sun et al.,2012; 

Khandavilli and Panchagnula,2007;Rinaldi et al.,2017). 

The objectives of the current study are summarized as follows: 1) preparation of neem oil 

nano-emulsion using Brij 30 by a low-energy PIT method and preparing pseudoternary phase 

diagram 2) Studying their stability and screening the most stable nano-formulations 3) 

Characterizing the screened nano-emulsions for emulsion size and viscosity. 4) Evaluating 

the efficiency of the screened nano-formulation for their antimicrobial activity and 

comparison with raw neem oil and Ampicillin antibiotic drug. 

4.2 Formulation 

4.2.1 Materials  

Neem oil (ρ = 0.949 g/mL; azadirachtin 250 ppm; µ = 4 cP) was purchased from Kama 

Ayurveda, Arya Vaidya Pharmacy, Coimbatore, India. De-ionized water was used for all 

experiments. Polyoxyethylene (4) lauryl ether (Brij 30) was purchased from LobaChemie, 

Mumbai, India. All chemicals were of analytical grade.  

4.2.2 Construction of Pseudoternary Phase Diagrams (PTD) 

In order to construct PTD, neem oil and surfactant Brij 30 were mixed in different ratios 

(v/v%), i.e., 10:0; 9:1; 8:2; 7:3; 6:4; 5:5; 4:6; 3:7; 2:8; 1:9 and 0:10. The prepared mixtures 

were stirred and heated to 50°C to attain equilibrium, and gradually cooled to room 
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temperature. Next, water (5 v/v%) was added by titrating the mixtures of neem oil and 

surfactant until a 95% water content was obtained in the emulsion system. The components 

were stirred at 600 rpm, 27°C for 30 min using magnetic stirrer. Based on visual observation, 

the nano-emulsion systems were classified to be isotropic (transparent and single phase) or 

anisotropic (cloudy or two phase). The phase diagrams were constructed using ProSim 

Ternaire software (France), version 1, phase diagram plotter. Out of more than 200 

formulations, based on the transparency and homogeneity of the resulting mixtures, three 

formulations were selected and denoted as NB1, NB2 and NB3. 

 

 

FIGURE 4.1 Appearances of nano-emulsion formulation steps (a) Neem oil and Brij 30 (b) 

dispersion on water addition (c) Nano-emulsion by PIT 

 

 

(a) (b) (c) 
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4.2.3 Preparation of Nano-emulsions 

Table 4.1 shows composition of three different formulation NB1, NB2 and NB3 and Fig. 4.1 

showed their physical appearance. Preliminary experiments were carried out to determine 

the phase inversion temperature of these three formulations using electrical conductivity. 

Their electrical conductivity was measured by conductivity meter (Model: NU-317; Navyug, 

India). 

TABLE 4.1 Composition (volume%) of neem oil, Brij 30 and deionized water 

Formulation 

 
Neem Oil Brij 30 Deionized Water 

Phase inversion 

temperature 

OC 

NB1 10 20 70 80 

NB2 10 30 60 75 

NB3 4 11 85 60 

In order to determine electrical conductivity, each formulation containing neem oil, Brij 30 

and water (0.01 N NaCl solution) was continuously stirred with the use of mechanical stirrer 

(Remi make magnetic stirrer, Model MS500; India) and heated at a rate of 1.5°C per min. It 

was observed that conductivity of all three formulations, dropped rapidly with increasing 

temperature. The sharp change in conductivity considered as a PIT for individual 

formulation. The formulations were prepared by mixing neem oil, Brij 30, and deionized 

water (volume %) using magnetic stirrer at 600 rpm in a glass beaker and then heated using 

a water bath. Once the system reached its PIT, the mixture was rapidly cooled to 20-27°C 

by keeping it in an ice bath. The emulsion was continuously stirred using a magnetic stirrer 

during the heating and cooling stages. The preparation of formulation was derived based on 

the method described by Rao and McClements,2010 with correction in PIT, i.e., at PIT 

instead of above PIT. The emulsions prepared by PIT method were further characterized for 

its emulsion size and viscosity. 
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4.3 Characterization of nano-emulsions 

4.3.1 Emulsion size 

Emulsion size of the selected formulations were determined using a dynamic light scattering 

(DLS) instrument (Malvern Mastersizer 2000, UK). The samples were diluted 40 times with 

deionized water to nullify multiple scattering effects. The growing rate of particle size of 

sample stored at 27°C was measured after 60 days. The experimental runs were taken thrice 

for each formulation and showed error ±5%. 

4.3.2 Viscosity 

The viscosity of the nano-emulsion formulations (non-diluted) were determined by using a 

digital rotational viscometer (Model: LMDV200; Labman, India) with L0 spindle at 25°C 

at100 rpm. Sample reading was noted o at zero shear once it reached equilibrium (after 2 

minutes). The viscosity values were taken thrice for each formulation and showed error ±5%.  

4.3.3 Antibacterial activity  

The broth dilution method was used to evaluate the antibacterial activity of the nano-

emulsions formulation. This method determined minimum inhibition concentration (MIC). 

MIC gives an account of the lowest concentration of antimicrobial agent and synthetic drugs 

that prevents visible growth of microorganism under specific conditions as observed by the 

unaided eye. In the present study, raw neem oil, synthetic drug(ampicillin) and three sets of 

neem oil nano-emulsions, NB1, NB2 and NB3 were tested for their antibacterial activity 

against bacterial strains, i.e., E. coli, P.Aeruginosa, S. aureus, and S. Pyogenus. The bacterial 

strains were procured from the Institute of Microbial Technology, Chandigarh. One set of 
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broth solution free of antibacterial agent was used as a standard medium and the second set 

was prepared by taking identical volumes of broth in antibacterial solution (raw neem oil, 

ampicillin and nano-emulsions). Both sets of test tubes were inoculated with a defined 

quantity of bacterial strains i.e., 108 organisms/ml. After incubation, presence of turbidity or 

sediment was used to analyzed the growth of bacteria. 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

4.4.1 Construction of Ternary Phase Diagram 

Fig. 4.2 shows the phase behaviour of three components in a ternary phase diagram. The 

phase diagram constructed by titration method using gradual addition of deionized water in 

a well-defined proportion to the neem oil and Brij 30 mixture. The points shown in the 

ternary phase diagram indicate single phase, slightly transparent and stable behaviour of the 

mixture on visual observation, whereas rest of the area refers to creaming and gel-like nature. 

Many researchers have used a similar titration method to determine precise nano-emulsion 

region (Shafiq-un-Nabi  et al.,2007; Arianto and Cindy, 2019; Kotta et al.,2015). Among the 

total seventeen points, three different compositions (NB1, NB2 and NB3) of neem oil, Brij 

30 and deionised water were selected based on minimum requirement of Brij 30 and neem 

oil. Then after, these shortlisted samples were further utilized for the formulation of neem 

oil nano-emulsions using low energy method.  

4.4.2 Effect of Surfactant on droplet size of nano-emulsion  

Table 2 shows the effect of volume ratio of surfactant to oil on the size of emulsions in the 

selected neem oil nano-emulsion formulation. It can be seen that as the ratio of brij30 to
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FIGURE 4.2 Ternary phase diagram of neem oil, Brij 30 and deionized water 

neem oil in the formulation increases from 2 to 3, there is a gradual increase in the size of 

emulsion formed thereby. Liu et al. studied the size of emulsion formed in paraffin oil, water 

and chremophor (surfactant) system and observed a similar trend of increasing emulsion size 

upon increasing the surfactant to oil ratio (Liu et al.,2006).  Table 2 shows the effect of 

concentration of surfactant on size of emulsion formed.  As the concentration of Brij 30 

present in the nano-formulation increased from 11 vol% to 20 vol%, the droplet size of 

emulsion decreased from 555 nm to 348 nm. Then after, upon further increasing the 

surfactant concentration to 30% the droplet size of emulsion increased to 981 nm. 

Concentration of surfactant beyond critical micellar concentration might be attributed to 

such increment (Tadros et al.,2004) 

Fig. 4.3, showed the stability of three formulations examined after 60 days. All the 

formulations were observed to be visually stable at 27°C with no phase separation, creaming 

and sedimentation. Nevertheless, the DLS study showed increment in droplet size for NB1, 

(A) (B) 
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NB2 and NB3 by 116%, 15% and 12%, respectively after 60 days. Ostwald 

ripening/coalescence phenomenon might be attributed for the visible growth rate of droplet 

size over the period of storage time (Liu et al.,2006). 

 

  

 FIGURE 4.3 Stability of droplet size over the period of 60 days  

4.4.3 Viscosity 

In order to characterize fluidity of neem oil nano-emulsion formulation, viscosity was 

reported. In this study, viscosity of three formulations, NB1, NB2 and NB3 were found to 

be 6.83 cP, 6.89 cP and 6.75 cP respectively. The observed viscosity of nano-emulsion was 

about 72% higher than that of viscosity of raw neem oil (4 cP). Such an increment in 

viscosity was attributed to typical characteristics of Brij 30 surfactant (highly viscous) in the 

composition of nano-emulsion formulation. The non-ionic surfactant attracts water
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molecules into its cross-linked chain, leading to such an increment in viscosity of nano-

emulsion formulations (Garcia-Bilbao et al.,2020; Ghosh et al.,2016). 

4.4.4 Antibacterial Activity 

Minimum Inhibition Concentration (MIC) represents the lowest concentration of a drug that 

prevents visible growth of a bacteria. In the present study, the MIC of the screened nano-

emulsion formulation (NB1, NB2 and NB3) were measured and then compared with raw 

neem oil and Ampicillin that are popularly used as antimicrobial agents. The results are 

shown in Table 3. It was observed that MIC of nano-emulsion formulation NB1, NB2 and 

NB3 were lesser than that of raw neem oil and synthetic drug for all strains. It was also 

observed that droplet size of nano-emulsion formulations significantly affects the MIC for 

all strains studied here (E-coli, P. Aeruginosa and S.Aureus and S.Pyogenus). It was 

observed that, greater the emulsion droplet size of the prepared emulsion a larger amount of 

MIC had been registered for that particular formulation. The formulation, NB1 (having 

lowest emulsion droplet size) observed to be best suited as an antimicrobial agent as it had 

the lowest MIC. In regards to MIC, NB1 showed reduction in MIC by 100% against E-coli, 

P. Aeruginosa and S.Aureus and S.Pyogenus when compared with that of raw neem. Similar 

findings were reported by Choupanian et al. They found that efficacy of azadirachtin, a main 

ingredient in the neem oil extract (Azadirachta indica) demonstrated a significant 

improvement in mortality rate of two serious pest species sitophilus oryzae (L.) 

and tribolium castaneum (Herbst) as compared to raw neem oil (Choupanian et al.,2017). 
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TABLE 4.3 Minimum inhibition concentration of raw neem oil, NB3, NB2, NB1 and 

synthetic drug for various bacterial strains 

Minimum Inhibition Concentration (µg/ml) 

Sample E.Coli P.Aeruginosa S.Aureus S.Pyogenus 

Raw Neem Oil 100 125 125 250 

NB1 (348nm) 50 62.5 62.5 125 

NB2 (981 nm) 62.5 125 125 200 

NB3 (500nm) 62.5 100 100 150 

Ampicillin (synthetic drug) 100 -- 250 100 

4.5 Summary 

The ternary phase diagram classified in two regions. A single phase characterized by slightly 

transparent and stable, whereas rest of the area refers to creaming and gel-like nature. 

Considering the minimum requirement of Brij 30 and neem oil, three different compositions 

(NB1, NB2 and NB3) of neem oil, Brij 30 and deionised water were shortlisted. Upon 

decreasing the volume ratio of Brij30/neem oil (i.e., 3 to 2), droplet size of neem nano-

emulsion reduced (981 nm to 348 nm). Increment in concentration of Brij 30 (11 vol% to 20 

vol%), decreases the droplet size of nano-emulsion (555 nm to 348 nm). Then after, droplet 

size increased to 981 nm at higher concentration (30 vol % Brij 30). Furthermore, DLS study 

showed increment in droplet size for NB1, NB2 and NB3 by 116%, 15% and 12%, 

respectively after 60 days. The viscosity of nano-emulsion was about 72% higher than that 

of viscosity of raw neem oil (4 cP). The MIC of nano-emulsion formulation NB1, NB2 and 

NB3 were found lesser than that of raw neem oil and synthetic drug for all strains. In contrast 

to MIC of raw neem and Ampicillin (synthetic drug), NB1 showed reduction in MIC by 

100% against E-coli, P. Aeruginosa and S.Aureus and S.Pyogenus. 
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CHAPTER 5  

Conclusions and Future Scope 

 

5.1 Conclusions  

Neem oil-based nano-emulsion by using phase inversion composition (PIC) method with 

Tween 80/Span 80 (1:1 volume ratio of surfactant to oil) at HLB value of 10.7 showed 

promising formulation with a droplet size below 200 nm. The viscosity of neem oil nano-

emulsion formulation (2.11cP) was observed to be half that of the viscosity of raw neem oil. 

Thus, neem oil nano-emulsion formulation improves the potential to be utilized in various 

product formulation, e.g., cosmetics, drugs, pesticides, food preservatives, etc. In contrast to 

raw neem oil and ampicillin antibiotic drug, a significant reduction in consumption of nano-

emulsion formulation was observed for antibacterial activity. Beside this, the study was 

carried out to prepare neem oil-in-water nano-emulsions stabilized by Brij 30 surfactant 

using the phase inversion temperature (PIT) method at three different temperatures, i.e., 

60°C, 75°C and 80°C. Compositions of homogenous phase were identified in the pseudo-

ternary phase diagram. Among the total seventeen formulations, three formulations (NB1, 

NB2 and NB3) were short-listed and characterized for emulsion size and viscosity. The 

selected formulations showed emulsion size of 348-981 nm in diameter. The volume 

percentage ratio of Brij30 to neem oil showed significant effect on the droplet size of nano-

emulsions. Formulations having lower concentration of Brij 30 displayed a smaller emulsion 

droplet size (348 nm).  The NB3 formulation (4% neem oil, 11% Brij 30 and 85% deionized 

water) exhibited the highest stability after 60 days of storage. Antimicrobial study showed 
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that in contrast to raw neem and Ampicillin (synthetic drug), NB1 exhibited best result in 

terms of minimum inhibition concentration (MIC) reduction by 100% against E-coli, P. 

Aeruginosa and S.Aureus and S.Pyogenus. 

Achievements with respect to objectives 

1. Nano-emulsion with droplet size below 200 nm was prepared at 27oC by stabilizing neem 

oil-in-water with surfactant blend (Tween 80/Span 80) at a 1:1 vol ratio with hydrophilic-

lipophilic balance (HLB) value of 10.7. Moreover, neem oil-in-water nano-emulsions 

stabilized by Brij 30 surfactant using the phase inversion temperature (PIT) method at 

three different temperatures, i.e., 60°C, 75°C and 80°C showed promising result in terms 

of droplet size of nano-emulsion in the range of 348-981 nm in diameter. 

2. The ternary phase diagram classified in two regions. A single phase characterized by 

slightly transparent and stable, whereas rest of the area refers to creaming and gel-like 

nature. 

3. PIC method imparted reasonable stability of the droplets, confirmed by observing 

increment in droplet size to the tune of 579 nm after 2 months duration. Dynamic light 

scattering (DLS) study of PIT method showed increment in droplet size for NB1, NB2 

and NB3 by 116%, 15% and 12%, respectively after 60 days.  

4. The PIC derived formulation showed polydispersity index (PDI) 0.428 which 

represented broad polydisperse system. The viscosity of neem oil nano-emulsion 

formulation (2.11cP) was observed to be half that of the viscosity of raw neem oil. The 

resulting formulation showed zeta potential of -19.6 mV at a pH of 5. The formulation 

obtained through PIT showed PDI 0.708. After two months storage, both formulations 

showed one PDI. The viscosity of formulations was about 72% higher than that of 

viscosity of raw neem oil, i.e., 4 cP.  
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5. The antibacterial study showed that in contrast to raw neem oil and ampicillin antibiotic 

drug, a significant reduction in consumption of nanoemulsion formulations were 

observed. Thus, formulation showed more effectiveness against human pathogenic 

bacteria. 

5.2 Future Scope of this study 

1. Improvement in zeta potential leading to formulation of more stable neem-based nano-

emulsion. It needs to be explored in future for PIC and PIT method.   

2. This study for neem oil-based nano-emulsion formulation is limited to its application as 

an antimicrobial agent. However, its application can be extended to different areas such 

as cosmetics, drugs, pesticides, food preservatives, anti-fungal coating for walls of 

hospitals, etc.  
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